
Integrated Computer Aided
Dispatch & Mapping Solution
Ryzyliant CAD Classic

Ryzyliant CAD Classic™ is an innovative, easy-to-use,
multi-agency Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) solution for
small to midsize Police, Fire, and EMS agencies. Built with
Microsoft®.NET and SQL Server technology and packaged
with a Dell HA Server, CAD Classic simplifies the
emergency response reporting process. With Ryzyliant
CAD Classic and its powerful line of integrated products,
communications professionals can smoothly perform
multiple, integrated tasks with one high-performance
system.

Backed by 17 years of development experience in CAD and
mapping, Ryzyliant continues to meet the demanding
needs of PSAPs, law enforcement, Fire/EMS personnel,
and other public safety professionals. Like every
component of the Ryzyliant solution suite, our CAD product
was developed to be easy to use and easy to learn.

Dispatch…Simplified

Ryzyliant Mapping™ integrates seamlessly with CAD and 9-1-1 to provide precise caller location and event
management. Delivering enhanced geospatial data and advanced situational awareness that dramatically
increases location accuracy and reduces response times. Ryzyliant Mapping provides a suite of tools and
easy-to-use technology to build, maintain and display local mapping data your way. Ryzyliant Mapping is
integrated with Ryzyliant CAD Classic or can be used as a stand-alone Mapped ALI integrated with any 3rd
Party CAD or NG9-1-1 system.



Ryzyliant MapBuilder™ is one of the industry's most advanced authoring environments for creating
location-centric data to assist counties with their 9-1-1 response. With Ryzyliant MapBuilder, users can
design and author fully interactive content, rich with occupant details, and location descriptions, with the
most up-to-date information for current and specific content.

Browser Access
Ryzyliant CADView™ allows administrators and first responders using laptops and tablets to easily track
current calls, events, and statuses of units and personnel from anywhere via a standard browser. With
Ryzyliant CADView users can see all open calls for service, check the status of active units, see the location
of calls on the map, and retrieve call times.

Service Features and Benefits
At Ryzyliant, we believe that every emergency dispatch agency and PSAP, regardless of size or budget,
should expect more from their technology provider. Our mission is to reduce emergency response
technology complexity and cost, focusing solely on the features and functionality that matter most. By
simply addressing each product, whether it's building and editing maps, addressing counties for 9-1-1
service, or designing easy-to-use CAD and Mapping products. By eliminating feature creep and
bloat-of-legacy systems, we can create and offer simple, yet incredibly efficient and cost-effective solutions.

➔ Multi-Agency / Jurisdiction
➔ Integrated Mapping
➔ Integrated Communications Capability
➔ Supports AVL
➔ Standard and Ad-Hoc Reporting
➔ Configurable Screen Layouts
➔ Map Building and Editing Capability
➔ Mobile Silent Dispatch
➔ Optional NG9-1-1 / Optional Radio Console
➔ 7x24x365 HelpDesk / Technical Support
➔ Installation and Setup
➔ Map Maintenance Service
➔ System Monitoring
➔ Application Support / Hardware Support / Software Warranty

Visit us at Ryzyliant.com

Contact: sales@ryzyliant.com or +1.800.656.6025
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